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Foreword
It was a particularly bitter winter as the year 1919 opened. The
snow lay thick over the garden which surrounded the home of
the Wood family in Surrey. Every now and then an overloaded
branch would deposit its burden with a splosh on the already
blanketed ground. Nothing stirred.
Inside the house, ﬁres were lit in every grate, and the whiteness
of the snow outside gave an eerie light to the warm rooms. One
room in particular had a good ﬁre burning. There was a nursery
fender standing in front of it, and nappies and a tiny vest with
crossover tapes to fasten it were warming in front of the ﬁre.
It was into this home on 28 January 1919 that Michael Wood
was born, the second son of Arthur and Katharine Wood. Their
ﬁrst born, Charles, was then two years old and as the years went
by, the family grew every two years until a sister, Ruth, and two
more brothers, Christopher and Martin, were added to it.
The Woods were an intellectual and musical family. The house
in Surrey, called Summer Farm, had a beautiful panelled music
room in which the Woods gave musical evenings for their friends
and neighbours. Arthur’s brother had a well-trained voice, and
his wife played the violin very beautifully. Katharine played the
cello and Arthur played both the piano and the organ. And everybody sang ...
There was a considerable age difference, some twenty-ﬁve
years, between Arthur and Katharine and so it was that early on
Arthur’s retirement was discussed. All through the First Great
ix
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War Arthur had worked in the Ministry of Education being in
charge of the education of all the disabled in England. At the
end of the war, with many younger men coming back to look
for jobs, older civil servants were encouraged to retire. Arthur,
with his young energetic family, chose to take retirement and
never regretted the years spent with them climbing in the Alps,
and exploring Italy and France. He was a great gardener, and his
garden and his music were his two absorbing hobbies. Katharine
was an adventurous and energetic mother and joined in the expeditions to the Continent with enthusiasm, and climbed with her
sons in the mountains.
One day the family was travelling in a large Daimler, chauffeur driven. Katharine was expecting Ruth in two to three weeks.
Arthur was in front, and Katharine and the two boys behind.
As they drove down a steep hill the brakes failed and at the
T-junction at the bottom they shot across into a wall opposite.
Arthur broke his back, fortunately not badly. Michael received
a bang on the head which left him with a dent on his forehead
which he had for the rest of his life. Charles was uninjured, and
Katharine did not give birth until the appropriate date.
While Michael was recovering from his concussion he contracted pneumonia, and from that time he suffered from constant
attacks of asthma. This became such a chronic disability that he
grew little and remained thin and small during his youth. The
severe asthma could have crippled his activity for the rest of his
life, but Katharine was determined that he would not become
a chronic invalid and so he was expected to take part in all the
activities of the family, whether walking, climbing or playing
games. He compensated for his disability by being hyperactive in other ways: he was a great show-off and was the family
humorist. Soon it was time to be sent off to school. He went to
several preparatory schools, but none of them seemed to suit his
asthma, so he moved on to another.

x
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The time came for him to go to public school. Arthur had been
to Winchester, and Michael’s elder brother Charles was already
there, so it was natural that Michael should follo w him. There is
a photograph of the two boys setting out for Michael’s ﬁrst term:
Charles is tall and handsome in his strange school uniform of
black trousers, waistcoat and tailcoat. He is holding his top hat
in his hand. Michael beside him barely comes up to his shoulder,
even with his top hat on! His little pinched face looks out from
under the brim with huge blue eyes and long lashes, and in spite
of what must have been his misgivings, he has an impish expression on his face.
His misgivings were well founded, for Winchester was not
only exacting mentally, as it maintained a very high intellectual
standard but, in those days, it was exceedingly tough physically
too. Years later Michael recalled the long nights he spent sitting up in an armchair, reading intermittently when he could not
sleep because he could not breathe.
As the youngest in his house he was obliged to stay up the
latest and get up the earliest for there were duties he had to perform for the prefects. He had to see them to bed at night and
wake them in the morning with shoes cleaned and shirts laid out.
Any mistake in this procedure would end in a thrashing. Baths
were always cold, and he had to be at his ﬁrst lesson by 7:30 in
the morning, even during the dark winter months. There was no
central heating in that medieval building of cold grey stone. It is
not surprising that he did not grow. But he read voraciously and
even caught up his older brother in class.
At last his mother realised that physically he was in bad health,
and that something must be done. She persuaded Arthur that
Winchester was damp and low-lying and that this was aggravating Michael’s asthma. It was a grievous decision for Arthur who
set enormous importance by his old school which he regarded as
the best in England, and such a show of weakness on Michael’s

xi
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part was not to be entertained. However, at length, Katharine
won and Michael left Winchester.
Michael’s parents wisely chose a totally different climate for the
remainder of Michael’s schooling. They sent him to Switzerland
where the altitude and the clean clear air produced instant and dramatic results. He was able to take a deep breath for the ﬁrst time,
and to take physical exercise, and he began to grow.
Michaelbecame a very good skier and mountaineer. He climbed
many Alpine peaks, including the Matterhorn, and was never off
the slopes in winter. He made a brief experiment into architecture
in Innsbruck, but soon found out that this was not his métier.
When he returned to England he told his father he wanted to
study medicine. This both astonished and alarmed Arthur who
saw in Michael a wild young man with no ability for sticking
to a long and arduous academic course. Arthur had every reason
to view Michael, with some apprehension, as unreliable and a
bit of a show-off.
Ho wever, ﬁnally he had the courage and conﬁdence in his
son to let him start the long road to a medical degree. This was
indeed a long process because Michael had up to then studied clas sics and had no scientiﬁc background. But once on the
way, Michael became a different man, and studied with enthusiasm, and success. He began to grow up and become the man
he was to be.
Michael studied at the Middlesex Hospital in London. His
studies were soon to be disrupted by the outbreak of war. When
the Blitz hit London the medical schools were despatched to the
provinces, but on his qualiﬁcation he returned to London on the
staff of the hospital, and as Registrar continued to study surgery.
He dealt with the casualties of the raids by the V-l and V-2 missiles, and was himself bombed in the evacuated parts of the hospital. Towards the end of the war Michael was seconded to help
deal with the casualties coming from the Normandy invasion. The
shifts were forty-eight hours each and Michael’s hard training at
xii
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Winchester and on mountains stood him in good stead. He passed
his ﬁnal specialist degree at the end of the war.
In 1943, as soon as Michael was qualiﬁed, he married Susan
Buxton, who was doing a nursing training at the Radcliffe Inﬁrmary in Oxford near to Michael’s home. As the war ended, both
Michael and Susan were determined to move from England to
a warmer climate at a high altitude. Susan had friends in East
Africa and it was not long before an offer of a job as an assistant surgeon came from Kenya. Within two months of receiving
this invitation they set off with their two tiny children to cross
war-torn Europe and sail down the east coast of Africa. The little family docked at Mombasa at the end of April 1947. They
settled in happily to the ne w life, and neither Michael nor Susan
ever thought of leaving East Africa again.
Michael threw himself into the new life in Kenya. He worked
with an experienced surgeon, Gerald Anderson, who gave him
every opportunity to establish himself. Soon Michael had made
a name for himself as an orthopaedic surgeon, though he did general surgery as well.
The whole medical scene in Nairobi was altering. Whereas during the war and before, a gallant team of general practitioners provided the medical expertise in the country, now specialists of all
kinds came to Nairobi. With the increase in major surgery, Michael
saw the need for a blood bank and soon had one running with the
help of the Medical Research Laboratory and the Red Cross.
Five years after their arrival in Kenya, the Wood family had
increased with two more children, and had moved to live in the
country some fourteen miles out of Nairobi in the Limuru hills.
This brought them to the edge of the Kikuyu Reserve just as the
Mau Mau rebellion began. With now four small children, this
added an element of anxiety to their lives which persisted for the
next three years.
As the Mau Mau rebellion came to an end, Michael and Susan
were conscious of the need for change. They came into contact
xiii
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with David Stirling and the Capricorn Africa Society which he
headed. They both became active in bringing together the three
races in Kenya in planning for the future. The multiracial committees discus sed together for the ﬁrst time in Africa the big
problems of the day—Land, Education, Health and the Vote.
The Capricorn effort ended in a conference in Malawi where
two hundred and ﬁfty representatives of ﬁve different countries,
all on the verge of independence, ratiﬁed a Contract between the
races, which spelled out the ethic for a multiracial society.
Michael believed that if one lived in Africa it was essential
to get to know Africans. This gave the impetus to the farming
effort of the Wood family. The farm in Limuru was a dairy
farm and, having no experience in farming, they soon ran into
ﬁnancial problems! The Woods were forced to sell the farm
in 1957 and they returned to Nairobi. The sale of the Wood’s
farm became a cause célèbre as they sold to a community from
England which ran a quasi-religious hostel to which Christians
of all races were welcome. In some eyes this infringed the
sanctity of the White Highlands, but both parties persisted and
the sale went through.
Back in 1949 Michael had met a visiting plastic surgeon, Sir
Archibald Mclndoe, of wartime fame. They became fast friends
and Mclndoe invited Michael to complete the training in plastic
surgery that he had already done, by joining him at East Grinstead
in England. Michael and the family returned to England so that
Michael could complete his training in plastic surgery.
It had always been a dream of both Michael and Mclndoe, who
we re now joined by another plastic surgeon from America,
Dr Thomas Rees, to build a reconstructive surgery unit in Nairobi.
They tried for a while to raise the money for this plan for they saw
so much trauma in East Africa that they felt it was imperative to
provide this service. But they were unable to raise the necessary
funds and in 1955 Michael turned his attention in another direction. He learnt to ﬂy.
xiv
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Nothing daunted by the experience of the previous farm,
Michael proclaimed that the Limuru farm had not been big
enough! He decided to buy another farm, this time in Tanzania
on Mt Kilimanjaro, and start growing wheat there next to
Mclndoe and his great friend Robin Johnston. The family did
not move completely until Michael’s life had altered direction
considerably, but in a couple of years Susan and the family
moved and began the long process of learning wheat farming.
They remained there until, in 1975, the government bought out
all the wheat farmers and the Woods returned to Nairobi.
All this time Michael would ﬂy down on a Thursday evening
and no matter what the weather, he would ﬂy back to Nairobi in
the early morning of Monday.
Flying gave a different dimension to Michael’s thinking. He
saw that great savings could be made in hours of travel and
patient’s distress if doctors and surgeons could ﬂy to the outlying
hospitals. Specialist skills could be spread over a great area if the
aeroplane was used. From this came the Flying Doctor Service
with its planes and radio network which connected many far-off
mission and government hospitals to the centre.
In the early days Michael, with his Piper Tripacer single-engined
aeroplane, was the only ﬂying doctor, but as the service grew, other
aeroplanes were added with a team of professional pilots. The parent body, AMREF (African Medical and Research Foundation),
became an international organisation which raised funds for the
air service.
At the same time, Michael himself took on the huge task of
raising enough money for the whole organisation and began to
travel abroad to raise funds for the Flying Doctor Service and
AMREF, the organisation that was to expand over the years into
primary health care, community health and many other varied
projects. It took him all over the world and he would be away
two or three months every year. He was very successful at raising large sums of money because, he said, he was the man with
xv
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hands-on experience of the real problems at grass roots level.
From being based in a tin hut on the airﬁeld, AMREF grew to
employ some 600 people in ﬁve (now nine) different countries.
* * *
The stories in this book are about the early days. Michael was
no professional pilot, but he ﬂe w and navigated the skies without
the modern aid of GPS, and somehow against often enormous
odds of weather and darkness managed to reach his destination,
and the patients who awaited him.
Michael’s asthma never left him, though it was greatly improved
by the warm climate in Kenya. His life always had this aspect of
endurance, and in both his ﬂying, his surgical work and his building of the Flying Doctor Services and AMREF, it was his courage and tenacity that saw him through so many difﬁculties and
dangers. He says in one of the chapters of this book when he was
faced with the coming dark and threatening weather conditions,
“I realised that I could not turn back.” Not to turn back was the
essence of his life and achievement.
Susan Wood

xv i
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1

Handing on Health
There can be fe w more soul-restoring sights than the view from
my window in Karen across the ﬂower beds, to the herd of
Jersey cows—surely the ﬁlm stars of dairy cattle—and onward
over the undulating countryside with its patches of forest to the
Ngong Hills whose beauty has been sung by many before me,
and then up into the African sky whose depth and width never
fail to console.
It is with this visual feast engraved on my retina that I try
to communicate the needs and opportunities which await in the
ﬁeld of medicine in the less privileged parts of the world, kno wing that I shall fail but still insistent on trying. Yehudi Menuhin,
in his autobiography says, “The real pleasures are indistinguis hable from duties, the real freedom is responsibility, the real
safeguard that of reaching for the ideal which a musician must
attempt.” So it is for doctors in their daily round attempting to
bring the solace of their calling to their patients while, at the
same time being aware that they have the responsibility of their
own families who need to be fed, housed, educated and cherished. This dilemma, which is inherent in their lives, leads the
profession into a tendency towards commercialism which has
to be fought every day if materialis m and the accumulation of
wealth is not to stultify their lives and to lead to a state of spiritual undernourishment and the denial of their best instincts.
1
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Perhaps it is the gnawing knowledge and conviction that a
better, healthier life is available for the millions of poor and
disease-ridden people of this earth if we were only able to bring
to bear the available resources which now exist, that involves us
in the daily struggle to implement what we know could be done.
This challenge to our medical profession has to be met if we are
to continue to hold our heads high and live up to the ideals which
we profess and which compelled us at the start of our careers to
embark on the long road of medical studies.
The resources are available but the distribution of them is
still lamentably poor. This problem has perplexed the minds
of many of our leaders, not only in medicine but in politics, in
sociology and in economics. We are never going to see Utopia on this earth, ho wever hard we strive but we can diminish the unnecessary suffering which is such a so rry stigma
in these days of plenty, technological b rilliance and rapid
communication.
As a starting point, we have to hand back to the individual
most of the responsibility for his own health, to show him he can
safeguard that precious asset of health without having recourse
to visiting the doctor and the hospital. Health is not a question
of handouts, sedatives and placebos. It is a positive living entity
about which the individual can do much at an inﬁnitesimal fraction of the cost of modern sophisticated and technological medicine. The welfare state has tended to induce an attitude of mind
which leads to the belief that “They,” the authorities, are entirely
responsible for every little divergence from the normal and that
this can be cured and corrected by attending a doctor’s surgery
or the outpatients department of a hospital and receiving a bewildering number of assorted pills and injections.
We allknow that this is not the case and yet we continue to pour
money and effort into more and more sophisticated technology
which we know will only be available to a very small proportion of our population. This Gadarene-like galloping to suicidal
2
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destruction over the inevitable precipice must be diverted before
it is too late.
A start has been made in the Third World where the constraints
of resources are formidable but which, as a consequence, have
forced us back to rethinking the whole issue. The partial ans wer
has been to experiment with the concept and practice of what is
now fashionably called ‘primary health care’. In essence this is
an insistence on trying to inculcate into people at village level
what they themselves can do to prevent the hazards of disease.
It is not an alternative to curative medicine but an essential concomitant which endeavours to see that less people will require
the already hopelessly overcrowded facilities at clinics and hospitals. A respected local villager, if given only a relatively short
course in the rudiments of environmental health, in basic training in hygiene and the use of the simplest of remedies can make
a really substantial impact. In many areas around the world now,
the community is learning to take care of its own health problems. It is a humble beginning of the revolution in health care
which the world so eagerly awaits. It will have many teething
problems and very close supervision will be required if the system is not to go off the rails, but it offers a possible alternative
and I believe will one day be tried out not only in other parts of
the developing world but also in the metropolitan areas of the
industrial world. It will require modiﬁcation and ingenuity but
this approach must now be given a fair chance to see what it can
accomplish. Surely it cannot be considered in any way a threat to
the medical profession who are quite unable at the present time
to begin to cover almost half the world’s population with their
skills? It should be considered as the vital contribution which the
individual can and must make to his own survival.
AMREF spends a high proportion of its time trying to experiment with this concept of community health to ﬁnd new ways
of creating self-reliant health services within the economy of
developing countries.
3
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While this medical revolution is beginning to take root, we
cannot escape the task of bringing care to those alive today who
are the victims of the ravages of disease and injury. Is it possible to walk down this tightrope and try to do two things at
once, and not end up in a schizophrenic state? I believe it is and
for this reason I will come down to earth from this half-formed
Utopia and recount some of the everyday experiences of a ‘bush’
doctor in case I should become too engrossed in a theoretical
maze and too involved in trying to ﬁnd a way out of our present
predicaments.
* * *
As a conﬁrmed nomad, it was my pleasant duty to visit our
Mobile Unit in Kenya Maasailand which for years has been
bringing medicine in all its variety of curative, preventative and
educational forms to the Maasai people. The dawn ﬂight brought
to me a feeling of belonging as I ﬂew my mechanical butterﬂy down on to the bush strip below Kilimanjaro. I was met by
the team who had become a legend in this beautiful land. Their
camp was under a cluster of yello w-barked thorn trees and near
a sand river which was dry at the moment, but could become, in
the rains, a chocolate inferno of whirling water carrying a murky
mixture of mud, trees and dead animals.
The camp was neat and tidy and already there was a bustle in
the air as things were prepared for the morning’s work.
This Mobile Unit has been run for eleven years by a delightful
pair of English nurses, known to all as Robbie and Rosemary
(or R&R). Through their compassion and devotion they have
been able to adopt the Maasai and bring to this romantic warrior tribe a service which is kno wn all over East Africa and
beyond. They have a team of ﬁve Maasai auxiliaries who
work with them and they too have a great reputation for being
able to work under difﬁcult condit ions with efﬁciency and
4
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patience. Danieli, the driver-mechanic and general handyman,
was one of the ﬁrst Africans employed by AMREF and has
been with me for ﬁfteen years. He looks after the vehicles but
at the same time he cheris hes Ro bbie and Rosemary and sees
that they are cared fo r. His latest Land Rover, which is eight
years old and has been in the bush all its life, is immaculate
and in far better condit ion than most Government vehicles
half its age.
Danieli is the tall silent type but his smile is one which radiates quiet authority. He is purposeful and knows his job well but
is always prepared to lend a hand anywhere. Trades union rules
have not yet penetrated this team. They do what needs to be
done when it needs to be done and this is a real boon in the bush.
Medical care cannot be run by the clock and time fortunately is
given very little consideration. Though their disregard for time
can be irritating when you have deadlines to meet, it also has its
advantages and is perhaps one of the reasons that Africans, by
and large, have not caught our anxiety neuroses.
I was due to operate on a Maasai child with a hare lip in the
hope that this action would help to cement the life-long friendship which the team had with the Maasai. I had brought my tools
in the plane and these were now boiled up and everything was
made ready.
The operating theatre was a small tent. The young boy was
brought to me and appeared quite fearless and calm although it
had been explained to him what I was going to do. I washed my
hands with due care and sat myself down on a stool at the head
of a camp bed on which the child was now lying. He was moved
up until his head was almost in my lap; the instruments were
arranged on a sterile towel and I began to gently sponge his face
to get rid of the dust and ﬂies. The tools were placed in position and, with Robbie and Rosemary in attendance, I marked out
the incisions which I had to make on this young face to get the
lip into its correct anatomical shape. The mother had gallantly
5
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parted with her child and had gone to sit under a neighbouring
tree while the operation proceeded.
The cleft in the lip was of moderate proportions but gave the
child a somewhat grotesque look because of the gap and the
asymmetry. One tooth was projecting sideways into the cleft
which only served to exaggerate the deformity.
I injected the local anaesthetic as gently and slowly as I could.
The child did not move either then or during the remainder of
the operation. He had been given sedation one hour before the
operation was due to begin to help quieten him.
I made the incisions with a small-bladed knife and dissected
out the ﬂaps of tissue. There was a little bleeding which I stopped
with small artery forceps and then tied off with a ligature.
I undermined the surrounding tissues with blunt-pointed scissors
in order to relieve any possible tension in the wound when it was
sewn up. I then started to approximate the sphincter muscle which
encircles the mouth and enables one to purse the lips in a whistle.
Four sutures brought the two edges of the muscle together closing the gap. I then introduced the ﬁnest nylon sutures in the skin
to bring together the points which I had previously marked. The
onlookers who stood around in enthralled silence began to see the
lip coming together and I heard a few whispers which I took for
appreciation though I may have been ﬂattering myself!
In reconstructive surgery it is often necessary to undo the tissues ﬁrst before putting them together in their correct position;
but in order to do this, there is always a point in the operation
when the condition looks decidedly worse than that with which
one started. To the untutored eye this may cause some dismay
and it is not until the later stages of the operation that it is possible to begin to see the rationale of the procedure as normality
is restored.
I continued to put in some more ﬁne sutures and the scar in the
skin began to take on the shape of a Z. This is done on purpose
to lessen the chances of the scar contracting longitudinally and
6
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pulling the cleft side of the lip to a higher level than the normal
side. I then retracted the lip in such a way as to be able to sew the
inside layer of the lip or mucous membrane which completed the
operation. I cleaned the area of the wound with some spirit but
left it open to the air without a dressing.
The child still lay immobile before me and I marvelled at the
discipline which had obviously been instilled into him. It was
cowardly to ﬂinch or cry out and the Maasai still insist on bringing up their children to be both brave and obedient.
I took off the towels, picked the child up, walked over to where
the mother was sitting, and delivered him back into her arms. The
look of happiness which dawned on the mother’s face was thanks
enough. She could see now that her child looked almost normal
though the black stitches must have worried her a little as she
gazed at the face which until recently had been deformed by the
congenital cleft which had gone through all layers of the lip.
The morning’s work continued. Ismael, the clinical ofﬁcer,
was seeing the patients who had come up for treatment. He
worked quietly and continuously but even so the queue did not
seem to get shorter as others arrived to join the throng. Ismael
was a large man admirably suited to his job. He undertook all the
tasks of a doctor and had given faithful service for a long time.
There were sometimes arguments and minor personality clashes
among the team but this was only human and to be expected
under the stresses of working in difﬁcult and often uncomfortable surroundings.
Robbie was doing the vaccinations and occasionally a child
would object to a needle being plunged expertly into one of his
buttocks as he lay across his mother’s knee. The children of the
area are gradually, over several visits, inoculated against all the
prevalent disease of childhood. This service pays enormous dividends in preventing lives being ruined by an attack of polio or
the dreadful spasms of tetanus which often lead to death in people with no access to medical care.
7
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It is time for a tea break and the team take a fe w minutes to
stretch their limbs and swallow a cup of tea suitably laced with
sugar. I often think that tea for most Africans is merely a suitable
vehicle for the sugar which they all love and I am often amazed
to watch the spoonfuls being ladled in until the solution of tea is
fully saturated. It certainly gives them strength to continue their
work but I feel certain that it cannot be good for their teeth.
The halt, the lame and the blind follow each other into this
haven of human kindness where they all are silent witnesses to
man’s humanity to man. We are all too wellaware of the inhumanities which are practised around us and so this nomadic unit stands
out in welcome contrast as daily it dispenses medical care with a
kindliness and understanding which is a real joy to witness.
The patients are usually seen under an a wning stretched out
from the small truck which carries the equipment needed for
these medical safaris. They sit down patiently in the shade to
await their turn and it is then that one of the team talks to them
about health education and demonstrates what can be done to
counteract the diseases which are liable to strike at any time. It
may be a question of trying to teach the patients with coughs to
spit into a small tin rather than anywhere around or it may be
a lesson on how to deal with scabies which often attacks them
in epidemic form. The patient’s body must be washed and then
covered with an emulsion to kill the small scabies mites which
live and burrow in the skin. All clothes and bedding must be
washed, too. The washing often has to be done at least twice and
everyone in the same hut must go through the routine for there
to be a chance of ridding the family of this irritating condition
and the sleepless nights and infected lesions of the skin which
go with scabies.
It is often not till late in the afternoon that a halt is a called
and the team retire to cook some lunch or take a sandwich and a
cup of tea. By now the sun is quite hot and I, for one, am grateful to lie down and contemplate the sky through the branches of
8
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an acacia tree. I can see two large birds far up in the sky which
I suspect are vultures waiting for us to leave so they can come
down for the pickings. The tree is full of brightly coloured starlings chattering away and I can see a small lizard hastening up
the bark of the trunk. It is a placid rural scene and an ideal place
to practise medicine.
I go over to see Rosemary to talk about future plans and the
ﬁnancing of the operation. She has a remarkable grip of the essentials and seems to know instinctively how best to tackle the many
day to day problems which arise.
“Are you seeing much malaria,” I ask.
“This year has been bad.” she replies, “We have had such
heavy rains and the mosquitoes are breeding everywhere in the
surface pools around.”
“Do you see the Maasai agreeing to take anti-malarials to prevent the disease?”
“Almost not at all yet. We seem to have completely failed to
get this across. Taking medicine when you are ﬁt and well seems
pretty stupid to them,” Rosemary adds with a short laugh.
“I think, though, that these people really seem a lot better than
a few years ago or am I deceiving myself?”
“No, I think you’re right. There is progress, painfully slow but
nevertheless it is coming and I often remind myself of this when
I’m feeling depressed or frustrated by all the things which seem
to hamper progress on so many fronts.”
“Is there anything you think we could do to help?”
“Well, you see it’s all a question of the Maasai being so slow
to change their culture and habits. Last year in the drought we
watched the cattle die off, the milk vanish and then the children
followed the cattle. With a little forethought they could have
sold the cattle and then had some money to buy food for their
children. It’s simply tragic.”
“Yes, I know, it does seem a terrible waste of life and all for
want of acting in time. There is something inevitable and salutary
9
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about the way nature hits back when there are too many cattle
overgrazing the pasture and leaving a desert behind them.”
We continued this conversation and would have talked ourselves into a mood of depression if our attention hadn’t been
arrested by a cloud of dust blowing over the camp. When it
cleared we saw a herd of zebra cantering off towards Amboseli
with Kilimanjaro rising up majestically in the background.
No one could be depressed for long with such a picture to
conjure with and so we returned to the unit to see some more
patients which Rosemary had saved for me.
The ﬁrst patient had an old contracture of the hand from a burn
as a child. Nothing had been done at the time and slowly the burn
had healed but only by means of skin growing in from the edges.
The ﬁngers had been pulled down into the palm of the hand but
the thumb was free and mobile. It would be difﬁcult to restore
anything like full function because the ﬁnger joints would be so
stiff after years of contracture. I felt it was worth having a try and
so we arranged for Rosemary to bring the child in at the end of
the safari and I would admit the patient to hospital for operation.
The second case was a child with ‘cancrum oris’, a condition
in which areas of the face become gangrenous as a result of an
infection superimposed on a poorly nourished body.
I sighed as once again I calculated what would be involved in
the attempt to restore more or less normal features. The child was
a pathetic sight, lying limp in her mother’s arms. I looked at her
general condition. She was dehydrated, thin and wasted; she was
unable to open her mouth as her jaws were ﬁrmly ﬁxed together
by scar tissue. However, her life had been saved because the
mother was able to feed her milk and liquids through a large hole
in the left cheek which had been caused by the sloughing of tissue.
I could see to the back of the child’s mouth where there were a
pair of enlarged tonsils. My estimate of her blood picture proved
to be an overestimate when we checked it. She had only thirty per
cent of the normal amount of red cells in her blood stream.
10
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Rosemary and I looked at each other. “I am afraid this child
will have to come to Nairobi in the plane with me tomorrow,”
I said.
“We would be so grateful if you could manage that. Obviously there is nothing we can do for her here, poor little mite.”
Arrangements were made for the mother and child to be accommodated near by and the child was duly fed as nutritious a meal
as we could manage to get in through the hole in her cheek.
Robbie came up at this moment, having nearly ﬁnis hed a
long day of seeing mothers and children and doing their routine
inoculations.
“I’ve got a few more to do,” she said, “but I must have a cup
of tea ﬁrst, I’m parched!”
It took a lot to get Robbie down as she had many hidden
strengths and a solid philosophy of common sense and service.
I learnt many things from this team in the bush and one of them
was not to pity them. Although life was tough and they were
often camped in remote places, there were great compensations.
It was a life they had learnt to enjoy and which fulﬁlled them.
The comforts of civilisation and maybe a married life had been
almost deliberately sacriﬁced for the inner satisfaction they
were able to derive from this life in the wild. There would not
be many people who would swap with them, but for them they
made it seem absolutely right. I could not help admiring their
morale and their inner joy which they radiated to all around
them. I knew where they derived their strength and once again
was grateful for this God-given sense of purpose which directed
them so clearly down their chosen path.
Robbie ﬁnished her cup of tea and I asked whether I could
come and help her with the last children which needed their
inoculations. We strolled over to the side of the unit where there
were two stools which we sat down on. I looked at the table
which was loaded with syringes, needles, bottles of vaccines, a
bowl of cotton wool and some spirit. Behind us the registration
11
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of the children went on and the dates of their inoculations were
marked down on a card and put in a plastic bag which had been
supplied free by Barclays Bank. The routine started as the ﬁrst
child was held by its mother and received its jab. It was like an
endless game of darts. Some of the children required their antituberculous injections, called BCG, which they were given in
the forearm, while others had already received this treatment on
a previous visit to the unit. It was a happy scene though the children constantly bawled, but soon recovered and stoically wiped
their tears away with the back of their grubby hands. The mothers, decked out in their colourful beads, watched the procedure
with that special Maasai look of disdain, faint amusement and
withdra wn arrogance. It is really impossible to describe their
expression and I hesitate to use the word inscrutable though perhaps this does describe it closer than any other. They have an
innate dignity and pride which is good both to see and to feel.
We left this scene with a mixture of regret and relief and
retired to the tents to consider the evening meal. The sun was
setting away to the west but the pink light on the snows of Kilimanjaro was still there as I took a last long lingering look at the
mountain which had been my home for twenty years. I still ﬁnd
it pulls at my heart strings and never quite lets me go.
As the quiet of the evening descended, the night noises of
Africa became dominant once again. I heard the bark of the
zebra, a lone hyena making its baleful cry, while the crickets
kept up a chorus of chatter and then, in the distance, the distinct
roar of a lion. The magic of the African night took over as
I washed my hands in a canvas basin, put on a ne w shirt and
prepared for the meal round the ﬁre.
There is probably no more restful experience than sitting
round a campﬁre in the bush in Africa. It is deeply moving
and for a short space of time the human being can feel part of
nature again. I lay back in a deckchair outside the girls’ tent
and lost myself in the miracle of the night sky, picking out the
12
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well-known constellations and tracing the Milky Way until I lost
it behind an acacia tree. The moon was almost full so one could
still decipher the main features of the landscape in the half light.
I came out of my reverie as my shins were beginning to get a little too warm in front of the ﬁre.
The soup arrived and proved a great comfort. There was no
need for conversation as our surroundings said everything for us
and we were so close to nature that we were almost overcome
by the privilege. No sybaritic king has enjoyed such luxury and
our appreciation of our overwhelming good fortune was never
deeper than on that unique evening.
Conversation started again as we drank our coffee and started
to recall the incidents of the day which had passed. We all knew
that the Maasai had taught us a number of things that our civilisation had lost: the quiet acceptance of life as it is; the stoical
bearing of pain; the unhurried passage of time and the glorious
feeling of being part of Creation.
How was it possible to preserve these and other facets of
their life in the face of the encircling pressures of what we call
progress? I don’t know the ans wer to this rhetorical question
and I also don’t know anyone who claims he does. We are confronted with a dilemma to which we see no solution however
much we yearn for one.
I slipped away early as I knew Robbie and Rosemary were
tired and richly deserved their sleep. I climbed into my sleeping
bag and was off to sleep within seconds of turning out the hurricane lamp.
I awoke from a dreamless sleep at ﬁrst light and quickly got
out of bed and sat in my pyjamas on a camp chair facing towards
the east to welcome the ﬁrst rays of the sun. A heavy dew covered the grass and there was a pleasant alpine nip in the air which
made my skin tingle. I packed my few belongings and crossed
over to the unit where the ﬁrst stirrings were evident and the kettle was already boiling.
13
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The early cup of tea ﬁnally woke me up and I knew I must be
on my way if I was to meet my day’s obligations back in Nairobi.
I collected the mother with her poor sick child, said goodbye to
my generous hostesses and made for the plane.
It was an effort to get the mother installed on the back seat of
the aircraft but eventually we got her there and strapped her in.
I then handed her the child who was still almost lifeless and did
not stir.
I put the mother in the back of the plane because I was a little
scared that she might seize the controls out of fear if I sat her
in the seat next to the me in the front. Our planes can be ﬂown
from the right or left seat as they have dual controls which is
useful during periods of pilot training. There have been at least
two accidents where it is thought that a frightened passenger
seized the controls and the pilot was unable to free them before
the plane went out of control and crashed. This is a very real
possibility and that is why I try to put patients in the back if they
are totally unaccustomed to air travel. It is, perhaps, a lot to ask
of a patient to climb into a plane when they have never been
airborne before, but usually Africans accept the situation quite
calmly and it doesn’t seem to worry them at all.
I gave the mother a sick bag in case of emergencies and then
went off to do my cheeks on the plane. There are often thorns on
those bush strips so I had a good look at the tyres and picked off
the obvious thorns. I checked the oil level, the ailerons and the
whole list of other things which needed a careful look.
When I was satis ﬁed that all was apparently well, I got into
the pilot’s seat and checked the radios and ADF 1 . I started the
engine and watched the oil pressure rise rapidly to its correct
level. I then performed the power checks and went through the
routine pre-ﬂ ight checks in the cabin. The strip was some what
short, and I prepared to jump on the ﬂap when we reached about
1.

automatic direction-ﬁnder
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sixty miles an hour on the take-off run. I was not heavily laden
and did not anticipate any difﬁculties.
After a ﬁnal look round and a wave to the onlookers, I eased
the throttle forward and started down the runway. At this point
two dogs ran out in front of me, apparently oblivious of the fact
that they were about to be chopped up by the propeller. I managed to stop, turned round and went back to the threshold of the
runway. I watched a number of Maasai chasing the dogs off and
trying without success to secure them. I began my take-off run
again, keeping a wary eye out for the dogs and soon afterwards
lifted the plane into the still, cool morning air and headed off to
Nairobi. It was only a journey of three-quarters of an hour and
the weather seemed ﬁne and clear.
My passengers seemed totally unmoved by their new experience and the mother didn’t even bother to look out of the window. She seemed engrossed with her child who absorbed her
entire attention.
I knew the way back to Nairobi so well that it was like
travelling down a well-worn groove in the sky. After a time I
called Foundation Control on the radio to make contact with
my base.
“Foundation Control, this is Five Yankee Alpha Oscar Delta,
over.”
“Roger, Oscar Delta,” came the immediate reply, “Good
morning Mr Wood, go ahead with your message.”
“Roger, my ETA at Wilson is 08:20 can you please order an
ambulance to pick up a patient I have with me?”
“Afﬁrmative— we will do that. How old is the patient and
which hospital do you want us to try to book a bed in?”
“The patient is a female child, ﬁve years old. Please try to
book a bed in the children’s hospital. She has cancrum oris and
is very sick.”
“Roger, Mr Wood. I’ll send a nurse over to help you with the
patient when you arrive.”
15
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“One more thing. Please ring the Ministry of Health and say
I may be a few minutes late for my appointment with the Permanent Secretary.”
“Roger, Wilco.”
“Thank you, out.”
I turned back to the East Air frequency of 118.5 MHz and
gave them a call with the details of my ﬂight. Later I changed
again to the Wilson Airport control tower on 118.1 and gave
them my ETA. I was instructed to ﬂy over the monastery and
call again then.
I always felt sorry for the inmates of the monastery as so many
aircraft were routed over them and the noise must be most disturbing. This monastery was only a few miles out of Nairobi and
on a line which led in to the main runway at Wilson.
There were no difﬁculties and I brought the small aircraft on
to its ﬁnal approach, landed and taxied over to the Flying Doctor
Service hangar. Already the St John Ambulance was on the tarmac awaiting us and I could see one of our nurses dressed in the
blue uniform of Flying Doctors Service waiting to take charge
of my patients.
I went in to the pilots’ room to ﬁll in the log and wrote out a
note to the children’s hospital which I then gave to the driver.
“Any problems this morning Betty?” I asked the smartly
turned out nurse.
“No, Mr Wood, it’s fairly quiet this morning, but you never
know what’s in store for us later in the day.”
“How right you are. I’ll get off down to the Ministry—many
thanks.”
I started up my car and was soon hemmed in by the trafﬁc. It was
the rush hour and I was glad that the telephone message had got
through saying I might be late. I would be. The trafﬁc was solid.
Another day was unfolding and as I collected my thoughts
for the meeting in the Ministry I admitted to myself that I would
prefer to be back in the bush.
16
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The Foundation likes to keep a very close liaison with the
Ministry, and only undertakes projects of which it approves.
From time to time it is my habit to talk things over with the
Permanent Secretary, and listen to his views and recommendations. Unless AMREF remains an integral part of the country’s
medical services, we are wasting our time in the long term.
I have always found an understanding, and help is provided
whenever possible. The Ministry has an unenviable job and a
lack of resources prevents it from doing many things which it
would very much like to do.
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The Flooded Desert
Marsabit Lodge was a haven at the end of a hectic day and brought
me a sense of peace after an exciting journey during which we
had covered a mere ﬁve kilometres in one hour. In some ways it
was a strange place at which to arrive because it was now cut off
by the tropical rain and had become totally isolated from the rest
of the world. Nevertheless, the ﬁre was warm like the welcome,
and outside I could see a solitary bull elephant, oblivious to the
rain, calmly eating away under an arc light ﬁtted in a nearby tree.
There was no telephone and no other connection with the surrounding country except the track we had come up which was
now impassable. Two other vehicles, we learnt later, had failed
to get up the road and this was hardly surprising as it had disintegrated into a bog of red-brown mud. We had come through in a
Land Rover but only with the help of ten stalwart men from the
hospital who had almost lifted our vehicle up the road.
I had started the day with two companions, my anaesthetist
Peter Papworth and a theatre nurse, Betty Wanjiku. We had left
Nairobi in pouring rain in a Partenavia aircraft belonging to the
Flying Doctor Service. We ﬂew north between Mt Kenya and
the Aberdare Mountains into the northern desert of Kenya. For
me it had been a time of real concentration as it was difﬁcult to
see forwards due to the rain, and the cloud was low forcing me
to ﬂy within 100 feet of the ground. My companions fed me with
19
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coffee and read me snippets from the daily paper as we threaded
our way through the hills around Nyeri. We called up the military control at Nanyuki and got clearance to ﬂy through the special zone—there were no military aircraft ﬂying that morning.
To my amazement, as we descended into the desert, I saw that
the whole area was submerged in ﬂoods. Somehow it seemed so
incongruous to be over this hot desert and see only water. Phenomenal rainfall had been recorded for the last months and we
were seeing the results.
“Mike, we ought to have ﬂoats today. Where are you going to
land?” asked Peter in his lively and witty cockney voice.
“I don’t know Peter, let’s hope we ﬁnd some dry land somewhere ahead.”
Betty joined in the conversation and suggested we call Foundation Control, our radio set-up in Nairobi, and ask them to ﬁnd
out what the weather was like at the hospital we were about
to visit.
This was a good idea and much better than paying too much
attention to the forecast. The doctor at the hospital could look
outside and tell us what to expect.
“Foundation Control, this is Five Yankee Bravo Bravo Foxtrot, do you read?” a momentary pause, and then the reply:
“Roger, Bravo Foxtrot, go ahead with your message—we are
reading you loud and clear.”
“Roger, please ask Dr Gurneyat Moyale what his local weather
is when he comes through and relay the information to us.”
“Roger, Bravo Foxtrot. We’ll do that and call you back—
please stand by. Incidentally it’s raining cats and dogs in Nairobi
if that’s any help.” I recognised Pam Jones’ voice, always clear,
calm and good humoured. Pam is our nurse, an identical twin
and an ex St Bartholomew’s Hospital theatre sister. She has the
perfect combination of ﬁrmness and kindness in her voice.
We ﬂew on and approached Marsabit Mountain. There was no
hope of seeing Marsabit as the whole place was shrouded in low
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cloud. I decided to ﬂy round the right hand side of the mountain
and then cut back until I hit the Marsabit– Moyale road which
must be our life line.
“Five Bravo Foxtrot, do you read Foundation Control over?”
“Roger, Foundation Control. Five Bravo Foxtrot reading
you—go ahead.”
“Dr Gurney says Moyale is in cloud but he hopes it will disperse soon.”
“So do I.” I said into the microphone. “Is the Moyale strip
possible to land on?”
“Dr Gurney says it’s OK. Good luck Bravo Foxtrot.”
“Stand by Foundation Control and I will call again when I see
Moyale.”
At last the mist began to thin and I could see a small sliver
of light. I hugged the Moyale road. Sololo, a Catholic mission,
came into sight after a time and I reckoned I could put down on
their strip if I couldn’t get into Moyale which was now some
twenty-ﬁve miles to the east on the Ethiopian border.
The Partenavia had performed faultles sly and never given
us a moment’s worry. We approached the escarpment on which
Moyale sits and I sa w no way of getting through the clouds
which hung low on the hills. I was about to go back to Sololo
when I saw a small gap appear and some buildings in the background. I dived the plane through the gap and quickly remembered I mustn’t ﬂy into Ethiopian air space. I made a sharp turn
on the Kenya side and lined up to land in a south-easterly direction. There was time to do a quick check—electrical fuel pumps
on, ﬂaps down ﬁfteen degrees, throttle back, check the fuel,
richen the mixture, fully ﬁne pitch on the propeller, put on more
ﬂap, watch the air speed indicator, trim back, hold the stick back
and there we were on the ground with mud being ﬂung up on the
side of the fuselage. I called Pam to say we had reached Moyale
and I would talk to her again later. Her voice, even on the radio,
sounded relieved.
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The usual cro wd surrounded the aircraft making it mo re
difﬁcult to unload but they were a friendly lot and we persuaded them to give a hand and help carry our bags to the
hospital which was conveniently s ituated on the edge o f the
airstrip.
Dr Gurney, a taciturn Protestant missionary, greeted us in his
sincere but dour fashion and we set off round the wards to see
his patients. It was a pleasant change after the recent battle with
the elements which had absorbed my full attention for the last
three hours.
The ﬁrst man I saw had an osteomyelitis of the leg around
a bone screw which had been inserted for an old fracture. He
couldn’t walk but X-rays showed the fractures were healed with
the scre w buried in the bone. He was a tough old Boran tribesman and I felt that if the screw was removed and the diseased
bone scraped away, the sepsis should clear up.
The next patient was a girl with a large tumour under her jaw
on the right side which appeared to be in her submandibular salivary gland. She was fourteen years old, shy and frightened with
dark eyes and olive brown skin.
And so we went on round the ward, seeing the people who
had come to the hospital for help. They were a courageous
uncomplaining lot of human beings, used to the harsh situation
of the Northern Frontier and fatalistic about their problems.
When the operation cases were selected I went to the theatre
where Peter was setting up his apparatus, ﬁlling his syringes
and arranging his table with all the paraphernalia of his speciality. Betty, in her neat efﬁcient way, had got out her instruments and seen to the sterilis ing of them and the arrangement
of the trolleys. I was proud of the team and the way they set
about the work.
It had started to rain again and I had to think of our next port
of call and how we were to get to Marsabit in the evening as we
had seventeen operations to do there the following day.
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In between the operations I used the radio to call Pam at
Foundation Control. “Foundation Control, this is Moyale calling
you, over.”
“Roger; Moyale, go ahead, over.”
“Pam, have you any news from Marsabit today about their airstrip and the weather, over?”
“Afﬁrmative, Moyale. We have spoken to them and the news
is bad. The weather has been atrocious, and the Marsabit strip
is out, under water, in fact, but worse still, the alternative strip
at Segal is also no good because the road to it has been washed
away. What will you do?”
I thought for a moment and it seemed as if those seventeen
patients would have to be cancelled to another day. I turned to
Dr Gurney and asked him if he kne w how the strip at Logaloga
was. He said he thought it was still being used by the African
Inland Miss ion. I called Pam again.
“Foundation Control, please ring the Missionary Aviation Fellowship and ﬁnd out about the strip at Logaloga. I will call you
back after the next operation—over and out for no w.”
I managed to dig out the screw from the leg of the Boran
tribesman. It was encased in hard bone which I chiselled and
nibbled away until it was free. I put it in an envelope when I had
ﬁnished the operation so that the old man could see there was no
deception. African patients often demand to see what you have
removed from them. It is rather a gory business sometimes, but
it seems to convince them and honour is satisﬁed.
Once again, I got on the radio and Pam was able to tell me that
the Logaloga strip was usable. It was twenty-seven miles south
of Marsabit and on the main road to Isiolo. It was 800 yards long
and should be landed on from the north-west to the south-east.
Two thirds of the strip was in good condition but the last one
third was very wet and muddy. I thanked Pam and got on with
the work in hand. I was so grateful for that radio network. It
really was a lifeline at times. Pam called Marsabit at my request
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and asked them to send a Land Rover to pick us up at Logaloga
at 6:15, before it got dark.
The operations went on and we ate a sandwich in the sterilising room as there was no time to waste. We ended by doing
a simple tonsillectomy but I never like leaving these patients
in case they bled afterwards when I had gone. I explained to
Dr Gurney the measures I thought would minimise the risks and
took particular trouble to see that the tonsillar bed was dry. I
watched for two minutes and as no blood came I felt reassured
that there would be no complications.
At the end of the session the careful counting of instruments
and equipment took place and Peter and Betty packed up the
cases while I drank a Coca-Cola to replace some of the ﬂuid
I had lost.
Dr Gurney told me that they heard gunﬁre every night from
the Ethiopian side of the border but it was difﬁcult to ﬁnd out
who was shooting who. Was it the Red Terror at work? Was it
the Shifta brigands? Or what was it? It was a little disturbing to
say the least and there had been many ferocious incidents which
scarcely bear being told. I have never ceased to wonder at what
one human being can do to another. We must be the only being
in the Animal Kingdom which mutilates its own kind. It is commonplace but depressing and casts a dark shadow over the future
of the human race.
It is time to go if we are to get to Logaloga in day light. It is
an easy take-off and my mind is now concentrated on getting us
safely to the one place in this ﬂooded desert where we can land.
It will be too late to come back if we don’t ﬁnd Logaloga so I take
no chances. We ﬂy down the road to Marsabit some forty-ﬁve
minutes away. The weather has cleared and we can see the top of
Marsabit Mountain covered with its beautiful forest canopy. We
ﬂy over the lake which was once the Marsabit airstrip and hurry
off down the main road to the south. The scenery is spectacular.
To our right we can see Kulal, the great mountain to the east of
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the southern end of Lake Turkana, and between us and it lies the
Chalbi Desert. Today this whole area is a gigantic lake lit up by
the slanting rays of the fast-vanishing sun. On our left are the
Marsabit hills with their green covering. We take a quick look
at Lake Paradise and watch brieﬂy a family of graceful giraffes
parading on the edge of the volcano’s rim. We come rapidly off
the hills on to the plain and there lies Logaloga at the junction of
the two. We are almost home but where is the strip? For two or
three minutes I ﬂy around, my brain trying to work out if I have
made a mistake. Is this really Logaloga or is it further on? The
whole country is ﬂooded and I wonder what to do.
I try not to pass on my apprehension to Betty and Peter as I face
a really tricky situation. My eye catches on to a line which might
indicate an airstrip. I then see the mission buildings and ﬁnally
the Land Rover which has come to pick us up. The white markings of the edge of the airstrip have been overgro wn with grass
and this made my search for the strip more difﬁcult. Although
I had never landed at Logaloga before, the approach was unimpeded and I managed to stop the aircraft before I reached the
muddy end of the strip, though the brakes on the Partenavia had
a reputation for being poor.
I got out and was greeted by our friends from Marsabit who
had been waiting patiently for us. The sun was down now but
there was still good light as we unpacked the aircraft and loaded
the Land Rover. Our driver was an experienced man: he needed
to be on this treacherous slippery surface up which we cavorted
and slid. The clinical ofﬁcer at Marsabit, who had met us,
rejoiced in the name of O’Shea. How he got this name, no one
has had the courage to enquire. He spoke perfect English and
started telling me about the patients we should shortly be seeing.
He was a very good diagnostician and I had learnt to trust his
judgement. On the way up the road we sa w one more giraffe in
our lights. He stopped and looked disdainfully at us before walking slowly off into the bush. On a corner we ran into a small herd
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of buffalo who panicked and careered off into the forest which
quickly closed around them.
We were tightly packed in the car but our spines took a hammering as we went from pothole to pothole.
“Are we never going to get there?” asked Peter, more to himself than to me. Fortunately, at this moment we saw the lights of
Marsabit and shortly afterwards we slid to a standstill outside
the hospital. We knew that we must get everything ready in the
theatre and see the patients tonight if we were to have a chance
of making an early start on the long list of operations.
Mr O’Shea led me into the wards. The patients were settling
down for the night in the magniﬁcent squalor which was a mixture of pots and pans, visiting relatives, mud and hospital beds.
There was a policeman sitting at the nurses’ desk and apparently
he was guarding a prisoner I was due to operate on in the morning. I stepped over recumbent bodies on the ﬂoor, moved the
beds so that I could get at the patients and with the use of a torch
I was able to discover something about my patients’ troubles. It
was not a very thorough examination and I realised I was tiring
so I decided to have a better look in the morning.
“Come on Betty,” I called at the theatre door, “You’ve done
enough for today and I’m feeling very hungry. Let’s get up to
the Lodge.”
We had been booked in at the Lodge only ﬁve kilometres
away but as recounted at the beginning of this chapter, it took
us a whole hour to get there. It was a nightmare of a road turned
into a morass by incessant rain. Even the Land Rover in low
ratio gear could not get up the hill. The forest threatened us on
each side and clearly our pushers were frightened of the buffalo
which might be lurking on the side of the road. It was a heroic
effort to get us to our place of rest some sixteen hours after we
had left Nairobi that morning. The lodge staff turned out and fed
us and soon I was in a bath and very ready for bed.
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As I was half asleep I recalled that two days before I had been in
Switzerland where I had been visiting the World Health Organisation. The contrast was so extreme that it already seemed unreal
and yet it had happened. I started to wonder whether I could possibly describe to my S wiss friends the conditions I had found in
Marsabit Hospital or, on the other hand, how could I explain to
my African friends the beauty of Switzerland under a metre of
fresh snow? Why this should have concerned me I don’t know
because it was so unimportant and yet there was something I had
to resolve before going to sleep.
Suddenly it came to me, and with it an understanding which
I had missed before. It was this basic problem of cleanliness
and hygiene so starkly seen in the pure air of Switzerland but so
far missing in much of Africa. This was one of the salient facts
in the predicament in which we found ourselves in Africa. It
was not a criticism of the African way of living, it was simply a
fact which could not be dodged. Africa remained still in the era
before the sanitary revolution which took place in the mid 19th
century in Europe. This mundane but signiﬁcant fact struck me
forcibly as I fought with the tide of sleep which engulfed me.
It was at this basic level that health needed to be tackled. Find
a solution to this problem and all other problems would shrivel
into insigniﬁcance. Clean water, clean food, clean clothes, clean
bodies, clean houses—these were the real assets which Africa
needed so urgently—not antibiotics, television sets and motor
cars. These would come soon enough but the priorities became
crystal clear in my mind as I ﬁnally fell into a dreamless sleep.
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Early Morning Mountain
Fridays have always been busy days but the weekend is in sight
with something to look forward to. I had ﬂown down as usual to
the farm on the north slopes of Kilimanjaro the previous evening.
My Twin Commanche, the sports car of the air, had behaved
beautifully and the forty-minute ﬂight from Nairobi had been
peaceful and I had temporarily switched off my mind from the
surgical operations which had kept me occupied all that day.
The shadows lengthened, and the ﬁnal pinkness had disappeared
from the snow on the mountain as the sun sank below the western horizon, leaving the volcano of Ol Donyo Lengai silhouetted
in the last light as my wheels touched do wn on the grass strip
between the wheat ﬁelds. I parked the aircraft by the farm buildings, took a deep breath and ﬁlled my lungs with the cool mountain air. The drive to the house, the home welcome, the evening
by the ﬁre and a night’s sleep in the quiet of the African night
had all helped me to prepare for this new day.
I left again next morning at seven to ﬂy round to the south of
Kilimanjaro to the small town of Moshi where I was due in the
hospital at eight. It was a beautiful morning with the mountain
clear but a thick layer of stratus clouds below, which would soon
rise and gradually burn off in the heat of the sun. This layer
of clouds always produced the little problem of whether to ﬂy
below or above it. Each solution had its own idiosyncrasies
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because, if I ﬂew above the clouds there might be no hole in the
layer through which I could descend into Moshi, while if I ﬂew
below the clouds they might be right down in the trees at Sanya
Juu which lay in the corridor between Kilimanjaro on one side
and Mt Meru on the other. It was a toss up and I simply had to
go and ﬁnd out what was in store for me.
I decided, because it was such a lovely morning, to stay above
the clouds and hope to ﬁnd a way of getting into Moshi ﬁfteen
minutes later. I set the ADF on the Moshi beacon frequency of
343 and took off into the brilliant morning air, up over the indigenous forest alive with colobus monkeys. I could see the heath
above the forest which was now broken up with deep gorges
down which ﬂowed the trout stream where I had spent so many
happy hours. It seemed as if the cloud was unbroken as I turned
east round the side of Kilimanjaro and made for Moshi. There
was clearly going to be no break in the clouds but I knew that
if I ﬂew on it would probably break up twenty or thirty miles
to the east of Moshi, and I could then descend and come back
under the clouds. On this morning my predictions were correct
and I found a hole and came through it right over the railway
between the border town of Taveta and Himo. I followed the
railway back into Moshi with the clouds hanging listlessly about
a hundred feet off the ground.
I called the tower and got the Moshi weather. It appeared that
the visibility was sufﬁcient for landing and before long I was
unpacking my instruments on the ground with the help of my
old friend Simba who was employed by the airport and always
helped me carry my bags to the Volkswagen Kombi which
awaited me. He had a welcoming grin and we went through the
usual series of greetings. The personnel at Moshi airport were a
friendly bunch but the airport is grossly overstaffed in relation
to its trafﬁc. Also, the ability of the personnel to do absolutely
nothing but stare into the middle distance is an accomplishment
which they have perfected into a ﬁne art.
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I drove the four miles to the hospital and walked up to my
ofﬁce while my instruments were taken to the theatre. Martin,
the ex-police radio operator was already at work and I left a
message for him to transmit to a hospital on the network asking
for news about a patient I had operated on and was still worried
about.
I changed into my operating clothes and went to look at the
list. I had been told the previous day what I was expected to do
but there were often last minute changes because a patient had
not come in or the anaesthetist was worried about the patient’s
condition and felt he was unﬁt for an anaesthetic. I saw I had
eight cases to do and I knew at once that this was going to be
difﬁcult to achieve in the time available as I had to do my outpatients and a ward round before I was ready to ﬂy back to the
farm before dark.
By dint of bringing two sets of instruments and using two theatres whenever possible and not stopping for lunch I reckoned
I might be able to complete the list.
The ﬁrst case was a three-year-old child with a hare lip. It was
not a difﬁcult case and, after some time, I was satisﬁed that I had
reconstructed the Cupid’s bow, got the lip pouting a little and
made sure that there was no tension on the stitches.
It is one of the rewarding moments in surgery when the mother
sees her child for the ﬁrst time after such an operation. Hare lip
is such an ugly deformity and the results of operation get quite
near to perfection even if a very small scar always remains.
The next case was a cleft palate and the girl patient was
eighteen months old and had a very wide cleft. It was important
to close the cleft before she started to speak. We went through
the routine and the operation proved to be easier than I had
thought. An hour later, I was drinking a cup of coffee and looking at the X-rays of a man with a tumour of his ja w. It was on the
left side and the radiologist was sure it was an adamantinoma—a
benign tumour of bone. It looked as if it would be necessary to
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remove the whole section of bone and replace the missing bit
with a bone graft. We set to work and for the next one-and-a-half
hours we concentrated on this bit of carpentry. The case went
smoothly and I was pleased with the way the team was working.
Surgery is ﬁrst and foremost a question of co-ordinated teamwork with each member of the team playing his particular role.
Working with the same set of people is a help and you develop
a way of working together, but often a new nurse or young doctor is introduced into the team and they need to learn the routine
before things go smoothly.
Lydia, my theatre sister, was well trained, and had the essential unﬂappable temperament. She could think ahead and had a
neat pair of hands. But apart from her skills she also had a nice
friendly personality, and we would often have long conversations
while the routine work was being done. Lydia was a Chagga and
came from a home on Kilimanjaro. She had done well at school
and had been accepted into the nurses training after an interview.
The Sister Tutor told me that she knew at once that Lydia would
make a good nurse because she had the quiet conﬁdence and
poise of a well adjusted person, she never raised her voice and
she was neat and tidy in her dress. I wish I could be so conﬁdent
when interviewing someone for the ﬁrst time as I think it is a
very difﬁcult task, even with accompanying references. The person is on their best behaviour and tending unconsciously to give
you the answers you want to hear. Perhaps the best way of taking
someone on for a job is to have a three-month trial period and
then conﬁrm them if the person seems to be working out well.
At least this method saves one from making some of the most
obvious mistakes.
The day continued and as the eighth case came up I found
myself getting more irritable and this was obviously because
I was beginning to feel weary. The last patient was wheeled away
and I rushed downstairs to see my outpatients. I was over an hour
late but they were still sitting there patiently. The ﬁrst patient
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was a young lady with large keloid scars in her earlobes where
they had been pierced for earrings. She was obviously very selfconscious about themand she managed to conceal them in a scarf
tied round her head. With a little coaxing I was able to get her to
show them to me. They were the size of oranges—hard lumps of
scar tissue. This is a common condition in African patients and
a real problem to treat. If you simply cut them away they look
ﬁne for a few months and then the majority of them grow again,
often to an even larger size. Sometimes they are helped by surgical removal followed by irradiation while some people prefer
injecting the site with long-acting hydrocortisone. None of these
methods is very satisfactory and keloids can still claim to be one
of the unsolved problems of surgery.
The next patient had horrible contractures of the face following old burns. While immediate sympathy is felt for these poor
unfortunate patients, it is tinged with the knowledge that a great
deal of hard work lies ahead in attempting to restore them to a
condition where they can be socially acceptable. This man had
already lost one eye, destroyed by exposure because the contracted eyelids were unable to cover the surface of the eye. The
mouth was scarcely able to open due to surrounding scar tissue
and there were thickened ugly scars around the jaw and neck
which was pulled down so that his chin was almost on his chest.
I sat and contemplated this poor fellow, working out in my
mind what it was all going to entail. I asked how it had happened. A friend who was with him explained that he was an epileptic who had fallen face down on an open ﬁre and because he
was temporarily unconscious he was unable to move and the ﬁre
had burnt his face into this hideous contorted featureless ruin,
I arranged to admit him and get his blood examined and grouped,
because I knew he was going to need a lot of blood when we
started to operate on him the following week.
When I had seen twelve patients I handed over to my house
surgeon to see some of the old cases which were checking in
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with us for regular reviews. I went up to the ward to see the
in-patients and took the staff nurse with me. We checked on the
patients we had operated on during the day and a number of others who were still in from the previous week.
I wrote up the treatments, talked to the patients, discharged
two of them home and then went to pick up my instruments in
the theatre. It was 5:45 p.m. when I left the hospital and drove
back to Moshi Airport. I wrote out my ﬂ ight plan, checked the
aeroplane, packed in my things and said goodbye to Simba
who was standing there like a faithful retriever. I sensed that he
wanted to say something to me.
“Could you please look at my brother?”
Simba was a member of what I call ‘The-last-minute-delaysociety’. He always managed to come up with some last request
just when I was in a hurry and worrying about the impending
darkness.
“I’m sorry, Simba, but it is too late now. Please bring him to
the hospital next week and I’ll examine him properly.”
Simba looked at me and I could see how disappointed he was.
I felt wretched to have to put him off but I knew I had to go, and
quickly, if I was to reach the farm in the light.
I clambered into the pilot’s seat, shut and locked the door,
checked my watch which now said 6:20 and started the engines.
I went through the almost automatic checking of the instruments,
dials and controls and taxied out and back-tracked down runway 08. The plane responded to the throttles and I checked that
I was getting full power as I raced down the runway. The plane
rose towards the southern face of Kilimanjaro. I passed over the
hospital and set the aircraft into a steady climb. I began to relax
but I realised I was tired and I must concentrate so as not to make
any stupid mistakes. The forest already looked black belo w me:
there was light in the sky still, but it was fading fast.
The memories of the day slipped away as I became immersed
in the sheer beauty of the scene. There is no mountain quite like
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Kilimanjaro for making one feel small and insigniﬁcant as it
rises from 2750 feet at Moshi Airport up to over 19,500 feet at
its summit in one impressive sweep up from the plains. I started
to watch the signs of life below me: a wisp of smoke was coming from the roof of a hut—there were a few goats wandering
back to their enclosure followed by a young boy who had probably been herding them all day. Then there was no further sign
of human life until I came out over the Ol Molog farms poised
between heaven and earth on a beautiful ledge. They always
looked their best in the last minutes of daylight. The green of
the wheat with the strips of fallo w land between were a healing
sight. I sa w the lights of a tractor and a Land Rover chugging up
our farm road. I ﬂe w over the house and revved my engine to tell
the family I was back. I circled round getting a ﬁnal glimpse of
this uniquely beautiful place. The hills were already mere silhouettes against the last touches of light as I sank down on to the
runway and revelled in the joy of homecoming.
Susan arrived as I was unloading the plane. She remonstrated
with me in her quiet chiding way:
“One day, darling, you’ll leave it too late and then what will
happen?”
I try to explain that there is still light to see but I know she is
right and the discipline of leaving a little earlier would be wise
and sensible. I think of Simba the other end at Moshi and how
I had had to disappoint him.
We drove back over the farm and I listened to the saga of
the day’s activities. It was a wonderful mixture of achievement
and frustration. The fuel lorry had not arrived although it had
been promised: the roads had been graded and were now much
smoother though there were some ridges ofearth where the grader
had scraped the surface and packed the soil to one side. One of
the mechanics was ill so we stopped off at his home to see how
he was. Susan was an expert diagnostician as she had looked
after the labour for many years and had a quick appreciation of
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the likely trouble. Nelson was lying on his bed complaining of
stomach pains. He was a bit of a hypochondriac but I put a hand
on his tummy and felt that it was soft so I knew there was nothing serious. We put one of his children in the car and drove to
the house. Susan found some medicine to sedate our patient and
gave it to the child to take back to his father.
We walked up the steps, arm-in-arm, and opened the door into
the living room. The ﬁre was burning well and I saw that our
daughter Janet was sitting reading on a stool in front of it. She
got up as we came in and gave us a big welcome. “Do you want
a drink Far?” she said, knowing what my answer would be.
“That sounds like the best suggestion I’ve heard today and
I’m ravenous too.”
“I’ll make you a little scrambled egg so that you can last till dinner’s ready.” She went off to the kitchen while Susan and I sat down
on the sofa. I took my shoes off and put my feet up and all at once
I knew I was home and surrounded by all the things I loved. Yes,
life was good—particularly the contrasts of action and ease and the
feeling of sinking into a trance of happiness and contentment.
The scrambled egg appeared and I began to revive.
“What are you reading?” I asked Janet.
“A life of Alexander the Great—it’s simply terriﬁc and so
absorbing.” Janet read at a great pace because she had trained
herself and she was always eager to learn something new. She
enjoyed using her considerable mental agility and she mopped
up knowledge like a piece of blotting paper. Susan picked up her
knitting because she knew she had to ﬁnish a jersey in time for
Hugo’s birthday.
“How was the hospital today?” she asked.
“About the same. As usual, too much work for one day really
but it was worthwhile and we had no real crises.”
“Was it raining in Moshi?”
“No, it was dry all the way and the early morning cloud burnt
off quite quickly.”
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“Was the route through the corridor open?”
“I don’t know. I went over the top and then worked my way
back into Moshi from the east after ﬁnding a hole in the cloud
layer.”
“What about a game of backgammon—dinner won’t be ready
for about half an hour.”
“Right,” I said, “It’s time I won for a change, particularly after
the four games in a ro w you won last night!”
We put the board between us on the sofa and after a good
swig at my drink I threw the ﬁrst dice. Susan won and began to
play. Backgammon is rather satisfying because it doesn’t take
too long and there is the right mixture of luck and skill. Susan
thre w a phenomenal number of doubles and I was soon in trouble again. I am usually rather lucky but it was not my night.
“How I love winning!” said Susan, who never really minds at
all as she is the least competitive person I know and this is one
of her most endearing characteristics. She has such inner conﬁdence that winning or losing seems to her totally unimportant
though I suspect she enjoys beating me.
The telephone rang—two longs and a short which was our
ring on the party line. “It’s for you Far.” said Janet who had
picked up the telephone.
“Who is it ?—say I’m not in.”
“It’s John Millard.”
“OK. I’m coming.”
“Mike, what about shooting on the Maasai furrow
tomorrow?”
“I’d love to, John. Shall we go down early and take a picnic
breakfast?”
“Yes, that would be ﬁne, I’ll ﬂy you down.”
“Can you take three of us?”
“Yes, I can manage that as I’m on my own this weekend.”
We made a plan. Robin would drive from the lo wer farm and
meet us on the strip so we should have a car to get around in.
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We went into dinner and conversation turned to the next
morning’s shoot.
“Have we any ammunition?” I asked.
“Yes, we’ve got plenty,” ans wered Sue, “and two shotguns.”
I enjoy my dinner as I am really hungry. It is all food which
we produce on the farm which makes it doubly acceptable. The
fresh vegetables are a real treat and the home-grown asparagus
is so tender, we polish it off in record time.
I can feel sleep coming on and beginning to overwhelm me.
“I simply have to go and lie down before I fall down, but I’ll
ring the hospital ﬁrst to ﬁnd out about the patients.”
“Would you like a bath?” asked Susan.
“No thanks—all this business of washing can be seriously
overdone!” I replied jokingly. In ten minutes I am asleep and
don’t move again for eight hours.
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Dareda is a Catholic Miss ion hospital in the Babati district of
Tanzania some 150 miles from the town of Arusha. It has the
distinction of being gazetted as a Government District Hospital
but run by the Medical Missionaries of Mary. This combination
has the best of both worlds because the patients do not have to
pay as it is a Government hospital, but they also have the care
and devotion of the miss ion staff.
Many memories of this place remain with me as I think back
over the years. There was the occasion, before the airstrip was
open, when I made my ﬁrst visit. The weather was terrible and
the mission car had to come some sixty miles through rain and
mud to pick me up in the next valley. The gallant sisters managed to get there but we failed to get back and had to stay on the
farm of kind friends while the rain came down in buckets washing the roads away. I made one attempt to leave with the sisters
but the road was so slippery that at one point we managed to slip
sideways and get the front wheels on one side of a deep ditch
and the back wheels on the other side. I never quite understood
how I managed this seemingly impossible feat but there was no
doubt about it when we all got out and surveyed the scene. There
was no alternative but to lock up the car and paddle back up the
road to the farm house getting soaked on the way.
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The good sisters were put in the main bedroom and our host
and I slept on the ﬂoor in front of a log ﬁre. I never quite know
what to do with my hip bone when lying on concrete. A cushion
helps, but on the whole, I ﬁnd it best to turn right over and lie on
my tummy with my head on my arms.
We managed to pull the car out of its perilous situation in the
morning by using one of the farm tractors. The road was like a
river bed but eventually we skidded and slipped up to Dareda
where we received a warm welcome from the nuns who fed us
with coffee and biscuits.
Dareda lies under an escarpment which rises steeply some
1500 feet directly behind the hospital. Looking out to the south
there is a ﬁne view of Hanang, a Matterhorn type mountain of
over 11,000 feet. Apart from the Mission and its many buildings
there is little else. The people live in their scattered huts around
and about and in a wet year the crops of maize, beans and s weet
potatoes can be more than adequate for their needs. The Mission
used to run the school below the hospital but this has now been
taken over by the Government.
Bishop Winter, who lived at Dareda for many years, built a
ﬁne church and also a turbine system for generating electricity for the hospital. He combined an engineering skill with his
pastoral duties and this proved invaluable in this remote place
where it was important to be self-reliant.
On another occasion we opened the airstrip and this was a
great day with the District Commiss ioner in charge of the ceremonies and the school band adding to the festive occasion.
I brought the aeroplane in without too much difﬁculty but it was
a strip for which all of us in the Flying Doctor Service had great
respect. Over the years it has been lengthened and become much
less hazardous. You approach to the south east over a valley and
the runway lies along the top of a ridge which slopes downhill
into maize ﬁelds at the far end.
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It had been quite a task for the Miss ion to organise the making
of the strip because it entailed the local people giving up a piece
of land, a negotiation which is never easy. A windsock was put up
and the name Dareda spelt out in whitewashed stones along the
side of the strip so you could recognise the place from the air.
On yet another occasion I was visiting Dareda on a routine
‘surgical safari’ and I had with me my friend, Henry Fletcher,
who was at that time deputy director of Oxfam. We were met on
the strip by Bishop Winter in his Citroen car and the follo wing
remarkable conversation ensued:
“Good morning Mr Wood. I’m afraid we have no patients for
you today as the hospital has fallen down.”
“What do you mean, Bishop, how can that have happened?”
“We had an earthquake yesterday and much of the hospital is
in ruins and we have had to send all the patients home.”
“Was anyone hurt?”
“Fortunately not, except that patient you operated on last time
with a hernia got a brick on his head. It’s been sewn up and he’ll
be all right.”
I was just contemplating the injustice of the situation where a
patient comes in for a hernia operation and goes out with a split
scalp when Henry quietly said to me:
“Michael, it’s an extraordinary thing, but I sometimes think
that my visits herald a catastrophe. It has happened to me in
manyparts of the world such as Bangladesh and Central America.
Oxfam is supposed to look after catastrophes not create them!”
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Dangerous Landing
The low cloud hung menacingly over the plains obscuring all the
usual landmarks which punctuate the scene around the young
city of Nairobi. The Ngong Hills were hidden in the grey-black
mist but I could see them clearly in my mind’s eye as I began to
think of the day’s work and the journey ahead of me.
I looked at my friends who seemed innocently unaware of the
hazards we must surmount before we came back in the evening.
It was not their responsibility to ﬁle a ﬂight plan, check the aeroplane, study the weather report and see that we had everything
we needed. They sat drinking coffee while I completed these
necessary preliminaries.
Jesse Kagimba was to be dropped off at Eldoret to make
arrangements for a training course there with the medical ofﬁcer.
Jesse is a soft-spoken Ugandan doctor whose quiet, unassuming
presence has gradually had its effect. I have become aware of his
personality and background as he has added his particular ability to the general pool of skills which surround me in my work.
He has an understanding of the students’ minds and knows ho w
to impart his knowledge without seeming to be the teacher but
merely a friend. His smile is calm and conﬁdent and I make the
ﬁrst human contact of the day with him.
“How long do you want to be in Eldoret, Jesse?” I ask.
“I think I could do what I have to do in about four hours, Mike.
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If the medical ofﬁcer meets us as he says he will, it shouldn’t
take too long.” he replies.
“Right. I say we’ll drop you off at about ten and be back at
four which will allow for any delays you may encounter.” While
I am saying this I make a mental calculation of distances to be
covered.
I turn now to my friend Aziz who is a freelance photographer.
He limps towards me as he has an artiﬁcial leg but behind his
dark glasses and large moustache I can see he is excited and
looking forward to the day. He is a great artist and has won many
awards for his sensitive photographs. He has an intrinsic sympathy for people.
“Do you want to sit in front Aziz?” I ask.
“If I may,” he replies “it will be easier to use the camera and I
can get you to turn the aircraft when I need a special shot.”
I ring the Control Tower. The weather is still menacing but they
say I can go at my own discretion. This basically means that they
accept no responsibility but I am content, we can get under way.
We clamber aboard the aircraft and I start to do my checks.
Everything is in running order and I start the motor and watch
the oil pressure rise. I turn on the radio and ask permiss ion to
taxi. We pass many parked aircraft as we move along the taxiway and I think to myself ho w strange it is that aircraft spend
most of their life on the ground.
I remember a conversation with Frank Tallman, the famous
American aviator, who had ﬂown almost every type of aircraft
ever built from the original Bleriots to the modern jets and how
he had reminded me how young ﬂying is. It has all taken place
within the lifespan of men still alive today.
With this thought in my mind and with Frank’s personality
blending in well with the present scene, we approach the marshalling point and I begin my cockpit drill and submit myself
to the discipline of ﬂying. I take a last look around the airport.
I can see a slight glimmer of light to the east but as I am going
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off to the west, this fails to encourage me. I get my clearance and
start down the runway I know so well. I check that I am getting
full power and soon we are airborne and committed to another
medium. I can see a little of Nairobi through the mist as I turn
out over the National Park and watch for a moment a herd of
zebras cantering away below me disturbed by the noise of my
engine.
As I start to settle on my course, I realise there is no hope of
getting out into the Rift Valley north of the Ngong Hills. This is
no real surprise and I turn to make for a point south of the hills in
the hope of ﬁnding a way through. We are a hundred feet above
the ground and I call the tower and tell them it is not possible
to get out to the north as the cloud is on the ground. Concentration has to be absolute at this point as I start to go into rising
ground. I think of having to return and wait for the weather to
clear but as I am about to turn I see a chink of light on the escarpment overlooking the Rift Valley. I make for it like a moth ﬂying
towards a lamp. I notice my passengers are unconcerned. Jesse
is reading a book in the back while Aziz is putting a roll in his
camera. His artiﬁcial leg comes rather close to the throttle. Later
in the day he tells me how he lost his leg but at the moment ﬂying is all consuming and I have no thought for anything except
the immediate job in hand. We drop over the edge of the escarpment and the ﬂoor of the great Rift Valley comes into view. Lake
Magadi—or at least what I think is Lake Magadi—can be seen
to my left in the distant gloom.
Today there is going to be no respite as I try and pierce the
darkness which seems to be all around. I ﬁnd the main road
which leads to Nakuru and follo w it along as it is leading in the
right direction. Then I settle down to ﬁnding my way to Eldoret,
some two hundred miles to the north-west.
“Not much of a day for photography Aziz.” I comment.
“Well, you never kno w, it might get better and I can’t imagine it much worse.” he replies, with a short laugh. It has started
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to rain and I try to recall from memory the obstacles ahead.
I remain in visual contact with the ground.
This situation reminds me so vividly of doing a rock climb in
North Wales. The rain is running down my sleeve as I reach out
for the next hold and my eye follows up the rock face into the
clouds. The feeling of exhilaration is much the same as when
ﬂying. The psychologists tell us it is self-assertion. Call it what
you will, it is an essential element in living; every faculty is concentrated on survival and life is enhanced by the immediate and
vivid realisation of its value. You must go forward because to
go back is no easier. Imagination and awareness become ever
more acute and there is a crescendo of emotional forces which
normally remain subconscious but are now brought to the surface and seem to give an extra quality to existence. Deﬁnition of
these forces has escaped most writers who have tried to capture
them in words—even poets have rarely succeeded. Yet they are
real and without them life would lose one of its cutting edges.
Maybe they have to be experienced personally, and then words
are no longer necessary as they become part of one’s being.
At this point I ask Aziz about his leg and he seems quite willing to talk about it.
Seventeen years ago, he says, he started to get pain in his leg
below the knee. He had had several falls from motor bikes and
thought it must be due to one of these. His parents took him to
the doctor who found a lump which was then X-rayed and a
diagnosis of osteogenic sarcoma was made. This was as good as
a death sentence as this tumour is so malignant. An amputation
was done above the knee and the diagnosis conﬁrmed on examination of the tumour by a pathologist in London. Since then
Aziz has had no further trouble. He is one of the few lucky ones
and he freely admits this and thoroughly enjoys each minute of
the life which has been spared for him.
We bored on through the gloom, glimpsing brieﬂy the waters
of Lake Naivasha and later Lake Elmenteita on which we saw
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a host of pelicans who sensibly enough were not ﬂying. Lake
Nakuru was calm and the splashes of pink denoted the hordes of
ﬂamingoes which seem to give this lake their special attention
and the world an ornithological experience of great beauty and
wonder.
I kne w now that the weather was lifting and it was none too
early as we had to climb 3000 feet to reach the Eldoret plateau over
the mountains ahead. We crossed the beautifully cultivated land
of Njoro spread out in a multicoloured mosaic below us and then
up to Eldama Ravine and the forests above. I was shocked by the
scene of devastation in these forests looking as I could into the
heart of them. The charcoal burners were at work, selling the heritage of this beautiful land and making a small fortune from the
buyers in the Persian Gulf. This set me thinking of the days ahead
when perhaps solar cooking ﬁres would be available at a cheap
price and how this might be the eventual answer to the present
sacrilegious waste of these lovely indigenous trees.
The plateau on which Eldoret was built was wet and I could
see the farm roads were a quagmire of mud. However, there was
space under the low cloud for our small craft and soon we were
parked on the airport at Eldoret. Jesse jumped out and promised to be back by four in the afternoon. It was a quick interlude
and I didn’t even stop the engine. We turned northwards after
take-off and sped out over the neat farmland leaving Kitale on
our port side and making for the western side of the Cherengani
mountains, famous for the rare bongo, a large shy and beautiful
antelope which hides in the forests there. We passed over a homestead where I had once spent a weekend and I was happy to see the
garden still well kept even though the original owners had left.
We made for the road which dips down over the escarpment
near Kapenguria. This was the famous road along which the
East African Safari runs each Easter weekend. I could remember some of the hairpin bends in the road which now lay like a
snake below us. Memories ﬂooded back of the times I had raced
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down that road at night in a rally car. No w it was deserted except
for a lorry which was probably taking supplies to the hospital we
were about to visit at Ortum. We were close now and we entered
the Marich Pass with the Cherenganis rising precipitously on
the southern side and another group of rocky barren hills rising equally steeply to the north. There were rain storms around
and the air became violently turbulent as we entered the narrow
entrance to this spectacular valley.

